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III.I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cybercrime is any criminal activity that involves a computer, networked device or a 

network. While most cybercrimes are carried out in order to generate profit for the 

cybercriminals, some cybercrimes are carried out against computers or devices directly 

to damage or disable them, while others use computers or networks to spread malware, 

illegal information, images or other materials. Some cyber-crimes do both -- i.e., target 

computers to infect them with viruses, which are then spread to other machines and, 

sometimes, entire networks. A primary impact from cybercrime is financial, and 

cybercrime can include many different types of profit-driven criminal activity, including 

ransomware attacks, email and internet fraud and identity fraud, as well as attempts to 

steal financial account, credit card or other payment card information. Cybercriminals 

may target private personal information, as well as corporate data for theft and resale.99 

DEFINING CYBER CRIME 

The U.S. Department of Justice divides cybercrime into three categories: crimes 

in which the computing device is the target, for example, to gain network access; 

crimes in which the computer is used as a weapon, for example, to launch a 

denial-of-service (DoS) attack; and crimes in which the computer is used as an 

accessory to a crime, for example, using a computer to store illegally obtained 

data. The Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime, to which the United 

States is a signatory, defines cybercrime as a wide range of malicious activities, 

including the illegal interception of data, system interferences that compromise 

network integrity and availability, and copyright infringements. Other forms of 

                                                
99 Margaret Rouse, definition: cybercrime (Sep 09, 2018, 23:56) 
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/cybercrime. 
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cybercrime include illegal gambling, the sale of illegal items, like weapons, drugs 

or counterfeit goods, as well as the solicitation, production, possession or 

distribution of child pornography. The ubiquity of internet connectivity has 

enabled an increase in the volume and pace of cybercrime activities because the 

criminal no longer needs to be physically present when committing a crime. The 

internet's speed, convenience, anonymity and lack of borders make computer-

based variations of financial crimes, such as ransom ware, fraud and money 

laundering, as well as hate crimes, such as stalking and bullying, easier to carry 

out. Cybercriminal activity may be carried out by individuals or small groups 

with relatively little technical skill or by highly organized global criminal groups 

that may include skilled developers and others with relevant expertise. To further 

reduce the chances of detection and prosecution, cyber criminals often choose 

to operate in countries with weak or nonexistent cybercrime laws.100 

DEFINING FORENSIC SCIENCE 

While investigating a homicide, Mike carefully dusts a window for fingerprints. 

As the black powder is spread across the glass, a faint fingerprint begins to 

appear. Mike carefully lifts the print and takes it back to the lab. When the 

fingerprint is entered into the computer, a possible match is identified, and the 

suspect is picked up for questioning. When the suspect is asked how his 

fingerprints could have ended up at the crime scene, he confesses to the murder. 

This is an example of using forensic science to solve a crime. The simplest 

definition of forensic science is any science used within the criminal justice 

system. While this definition may be simple, the field of forensic science is 

anything but simple. Crime scene investigators and lab technicians use 

specialized skills and tools to collect, analyze, and present evidence in order to 

solve a crime or successfully convict the offender. The increased use of scientific 

methods to collect and examine evidence has led to the closure of many criminal 

cases that could not be solved through old-fashioned detective work alone. New 

                                                
100 Id. 
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testing methods are even being applied to cold cases, or cases from many years 

ago that remain unsolved.101 

Forensic science can be used to: 

● Prove elements of a crime 

● Verify or discredit victim or suspect statements 

● Identify decedents or suspects 

● Establish a connection to a crime or crime scene 

CYBER FORENSIC 

Computer forensics is the application of investigation and analysis techniques to 

gather and preserve evidence from a particular computing device in a way that is 

suitable for presentation in a court of law. The goal of computer forensics is to 

perform a structured investigation while maintaining a documented chain of 

evidence to find out exactly what happened on a computing device and who was 

responsible for it. Forensic investigators typically follow a standard set of 

procedures: After physically isolating the device in question to make sure it 

cannot be accidentally contaminated, investigators make a digital copy of the 

device's storage media. Once the original media has been copied, it is locked in 

a safe or other secure facility to maintain its pristine condition. All investigation 

is done on the digital copy. Investigators use a variety of techniques and 

proprietary software forensic applications to examine the copy, searching hidden 

folders and unallocated disk space for copies of deleted, encrypted, or damaged 

files. Any evidence found on the digital copy is carefully documented in a "finding 

report" and verified with the original in preparation for legal proceedings that 

involve discovery, depositions, or actual litigation. Computer forensics has 

become its own area of scientific expertise, with accompanying coursework and 

certification.102 

                                                
101 Catherine W., What is Forensic Science (Sep 05, 2018, 20:24)https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-
forensic-science-definition-history-types.html. 
102Margaret Rouse, Computer Forensic (Cyber Forensic), Tectarget (Sep 15, 2018, 21:05) 
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/computer-forensics. 
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The simple definition of computer forensics is the art and science of applying 

computer science to aid the legal process. With the rapid advance in technology 

it quickly became more than just an art thou, and nowadays you can even get a 

cyber forensics specialization degree on the subject. Although plenty of science 

is attributable to computer forensics, most successful investigators possess a 

nose for investigations and a skill for solving puzzles, which is where the art 

comes in. it is more than the technological, systematic inspection of the 

computer system and its contents for evidence or supportive evidence of a civil 

wrong or a criminal act. Computer forensics requires specialized expertise and 

tools that goes above and beyond the normal data collection and preservation 

techniques available to end-users or system support personnel. One definition is 

analogous to e-discovery, requires the proper tools and knowledge to meet the 

Court's criteria, whereas Computer Forensics is simply the application of 

computer investigation and analysis techniques in the interests of determining 

potential legal evidence." Another is "a process to answer questions about digital 

states and events". This process often involves the investigation and examination 

computer systems, including, but not limited to the data acquisition that resides 

on the media within the computer. The forensic examiner renders an opinion, 

based upon the examination of the material that has been recovered. After 

rendering an opinion and report, to determine whether they are or have been 

used for criminal, civil or unauthorized activities. Mostly, computer forensics 

experts investigate data storage devices, these include but are not limited to hard 

drives, portable data devices (USB Drives, External drives, Micro Drives and 

many more).103 

 

SCENARIO IN INDIA 

India is going through an unprecedented phase of ICT adoption. As per the 2011 

census data there are nearly 23.2 million computer users in the country. Besides, 

there are around 120 million internet users. This has led to a spurt in technology 

                                                
103 CyberLawIndia.net, Cyber Forensic (Sep 12,2018, 19:12)  http://www.cyberlawsindia.net/computer-
forensics.html. 
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enabled crimes: from cyber fraud to pornography and hacking. Almost every 

single kind of cyber-crime has been reported in India. Today, computers and 

other IT enabled devices are being actively used by criminals to commit offences 

such as kidnapping, homicide, cheating, forgery and counterfeiting. Terrorists 

are also making maximum use of computers and other IT-enabled gadgets like 

tablets, smart phones and encrypted pen drives. This gives them an anonymous 

channel to commit crimes. Collection of evidence from such devices is a 

challenge for the police forces and agencies in India. Investigation and collection 

of evidence in such cases requires knowledge and skill that most police personnel 

in the country do not have. This gives the perpetrators an edge over the 

agencies.104 
 

IMPORTANCE OF CYBER FORENSIC 

What happens if you ignore computer forensics or practice it badly? You risk 

destroying vital evidence or having forensic evidence ruled inadmissible in a 

court of law. Also, you or your organization may run afoul of new laws that 

mandate regulatory compliance and assign liability if certain types of data are 

not adequately protected. Recent legislation makes it possible to hold 

organizations liable in civil or criminal court if they fail to protect customer data. 

Computer forensics is also important because it can save your organization 

money. Many managers are allocating a greater portion of their information 

technology budgets for computer and network security. IDC reported that the 

market for intrusion-detection and vulnerability-assessment software will reach 

1.45 billion dollars in 2006. In increasing numbers, organizations are deploying 

network security devices such as IDS, firewalls, proxies, and the like, which all 

report on the security status of networks. From a technical standpoint, the main 

goal of computer forensics is to identify, collect, preserve, and analyze data in a 

                                                
104 Ankita Lahiri, Cyber Forensic Facility in India Is Adequate (Sep 14, 2018 04:15) 
https://www.governancenow.com/views/interview/cyber-forensic-facility-india-inadequate. 
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way that preserves the integrity of the evidence collected so it can be used 

effectively in a legal case.105 

 

USE OF CYBER FORENSIC 

It is absolutely vital for the forensics team to have a solid understanding of the 

level of sophistication of the suspects. If insufficient information is available to 

form this opinion, the suspects must be considered to be experts, and should be 

presumed to have installed countermeasures against forensic techniques. 

Because of this, it is critical that you appear to the equipment to be as 

indistinguishable as possible from its normal users until you have shut it down 

completely, either in a manner which probably prohibits the machine modifying 

the drives, or in exactly the same way they would. 

Electronic evidence can be collected from a variety of sources. Within a 

company’s network, evidence will be found in any form of technology that can 

be used to transmit or store data. Evidence should be collected through three 

parts of an offender’s network: at the workstation of the offender, on the server 

accessed by the offender, and on the network that connects the two. 

Investigators can therefore use three different sources to confirm of the data’s 

origin. 

Like any other piece of evidence used in a case, the information generated as the 

result of a computer forensics investigation must follow the standards of 

admissible evidence. Special care must be taken when handling a suspect’s files; 

dangers to the evidence include viruses, electromagnetic or mechanical damage, 

and even booby traps. There are a handful of cardinal rules that are used to 

ensure that the evidence is not destroyed or compromised: 

Some of the most valuable information obtained in the course of a forensic 

examination will come from the computer user themselves. In accordance with 

applicable laws, statutes, organizational policies, and other applicable 

regulations, an interview of the computer user can often yield invaluable 

                                                
105 US-CERT, Computer Forensic (Sep,12,2018, 19:20)  https://www.us-
cert.gov/sites/default/files/publications/forensics.pdf. 
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information regarding the system configuration, applications, and most 

important, software or hardware encryption methodology and keys utilized with 

the computer. Forensic analysis can become exponentially easier when analysts 

have passphrases utilized by the user open encrypted files or containers used on 

the local computer system, or on systems mapped to the local computer through 

a local network or the internet. 

Unless completely unavoidable, data should never be analyzed using the same 

machine it is collected from. Instead, forensically sound copies of all data storage 

devices, primarily hard drives, must be made. Exceptional consideration to this 

practice is detailed below regarding live system considerations.106 

USE OF DIGITAL EVIDENCES IN COURT 

Section 65 of Indian Evidence Act, 1872107 

Secondary evidence may be given of the existence, condition, or contents of a document 

in the following cases: 

ADVERTISEMENTS: 

(a) When the original is shown or appears to be in the possession or power of the person 

against whom the document is sought to be proved, or of any person out of reach of, or 

not subject to, the process of the Court, or of any person legally bound to produce it, 

and when, after the notice mentioned in Section 66, such person does not produce it; 

(b) When the existence, condition or contents of the original have been proved to be 

admitted in writing by the person against whom it is proved or by his representative in 

interest; 

(c) When the original has been destroyed or lost, or when the party offering evidence of 

its contents cannot, for any other reason not arising from his own default or neglect, 

produce it in reasonable time; 

                                                
106 Supra Note 5 
107 Shantanu Chakrat, Cases in which secondary evidence relating to documents may be given(Oct 12,2018, 
(15:17) http://www.shareyouressays.com/knowledge/section-65-of-the-indian-evidence-act-1872/120454. 
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(d) When the original is of such a nature as not to be easily movable; 

ADVERTISEMENTS: 

(e) When the original is a public document within the meaning of Section 74; 

if) when the original is a document of which a certified copy is permitted by this Act, or 

by any other law in force in India to be given in evidence; 

(g) When the originals consist of numerous accounts or other documents which cannot 

conveniently be examined in Court and the fact to be proved is the general result of the 

whole collection. 

In cases (a), (c) and id), any secondary evidence of the contents of the document is 

admissible. 

ADVERTISEMENTS: 

In case (6), the written admission is admissible. 

In case (e) or (f), a certified copy of the document, but no other kind of secondary 

evidence, is admissible. 

In case (g), evidence may be given as to the general result of the documents by any 

person who has examined them, and who is skilled in the examination of such 

documents. 

Comments: 

Principle: 

Section 65 mentions seven cases in which secondary evidence is admissible. This section 

relates to exceptions to the rule laid down in Section 64. The principle underlying the 

section is that when original document is not available or is destructed or is in the 

custody of opposite party or under the control of third person who does not produce 

after notice secondary evidence is admissible. 
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Application for production of secondary evidence must give full details and must be 

supported by a proper affidavit. Secondary evidence of the contents of a document 

cannot be admitted without non-production of the original being first accounted for in 

such a manner as to bring it within one or other of the cases provided for in the case. A 

document in terms of Section 65 of the Evidence Act is to be proved by a person who is 

acquainted with the handwriting of the author thereof. 

Cases in which secondary evidence is admissible: 

Clause 1: When the original document is in possession of,— 

(a) A person against whom it is to be proved, or 

(b) Any person out of the reach of, or not subject to the process of the court, or 

(c) Any person who is legally bound to produce it, does not produce it even due notice 

has been given. 

Clause 2: When the existence, condition or contents of the original has been proved to 

be admitted in writing. 

Clause 3: When the original has been destroyed or lost. 

Clause 4: When the original is of such a nature as not to be easily movable. 

Clause 5: When the original is a public document within the meaning-of Section 74. 

Clause 6: When the original is a document of which certified copy is permissible. 

Clause 7: When the originals consist of numerous accounts of other documents. 

Clause 1. When original is in possession of opposite party or third person: 

According to Clause 1 secondary evidence may be given when the original document is 

in possession or under the control of opposite party; the original is in possession or 

power of any person who is out of reach of or not subjected to the process of court; or 

any person legally bound to produce but did not produce it, or where the original 
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manuscript of a leaflet was not shown to be in possession of the successful candidate in 

an election, when the Photostat copy was prepared, secondary evidence of Photostat 

copy is not permissible. 

The document relating to a payment by cheque was in possession of the defendant and 

he did not produce it saying that it was filed with the Income Tax Office, the court 

granted permission for production of secondary evidence. 

The original rent receipt was not in the possession of the defendant who did not produce 

it despite several notices and the plaintiff’s application for producing secondary 

evidence was rejected by the trial court, it was held that the trial court could not form 

such opinion without affording the plaintiff an opportunity of adducing secondary 

evidence. Where only Xerox copies and not original cheques are filed provisions of 

Section 65(a) cannot be invoked. 

Clause 2. When the existence, condition or contents of documents have been 

admitted: 

When the existence or contents of the original document has been proved to be 

admitted in writing by the person or his representative-in-interest, the production of 

secondary evidence is admissible. It is well settled that clauses 

(a) And (c) are independent of clause (c) and even ordinary copy would be admissible. 

When the existence and contents of a document are admitted in a letter, secondary 

evidence is admissible. 

Clause 3. When the original has been destroyed or lost: 

When the original document is destroyed or lost and evidence to that effect was given 

that it was not arising from person’s neglect or default then secondary evidence of its 

contents of the document may be given. Where the original document was lost, bare 

statement of person required to file document on affidavit that document was lost 

would be sufficient. In such situation secondary evidence may be permitted on proof of 

loss that “the original once existed.” Where the original postmortem report is lost in 
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transit, the evidence of doctor who conducted the postmortem and who deposes the 

same before the court is admissible as secondary evidence. 

Clause 4. When the original is of such a nature as not to be easily movable: 

In such type of cases the secondary evidence of its contents is admissible. For example. 

Legislative Proceedings, Bank Ledger, Public Record, inscription on wall, etc. These may 

be treated as secondary evidence. 

Clause 5. When the original is a public document: 

When the original document is a public record under section 74 of the Evidence Act, a 

secondary evidence of its contents is admissible. In case of public documents except 

certified copy no other secondary evidence can be given. The certified copy of public 

document issued by Registering Office can be produce in proof of contents of public 

document or part of public document of which it purports to be a copy. 

Clause 6. When the original is a document of which certified copy is permissible: 

In such cases the certified copy of the original document is admissible as a secondary 

evidence to prove the contents of the original document. Certified copy of registered 

mortgage deed cannot be held to be public document, certified copy of which can be 

produced in evidence, a secondary evidence in terms of Section 65(6) of the Evidence 

Act. Certified copy of the sale deed can be filed to prove ownership and to session over 

the disputed land or property. 

 

Clause 7. When the original consists of numerous accounts or voluminous 

documents: 

This provision is used to save public time when the original document consist of number 

of documents of ponderous look or of accounts involving great inconvenience of 

production, secondary evidence of the relevant facts examined by the experts can be 

allowed to be admitted. 
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Secondary evidence is not permissible unless non-production of the originals is 

proved: 

Where the originals were not produced at any time nor was any foundation laid for 

giving secondary evidence certified copies were not admissible. 

Newspapers: 

Newspaper is admissible without proof, but paper itself is not proof of its contents. The 

Supreme Court said that without further proof it is at best second hand secondary 

evidence. A fact has first to be alleged and proved and then newspaper reports can be 

taken in support of it but not independently. 

65A. Special provisions as to evidence relating to electronic record: 

The contents of electronic records may be proved in accordance with the provisions of 

Section 65B. 

65B. Admissibility of electronic records: 

(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, any information contained in an 

electronic record which is printed on a paper, stored, recorded or copied in optical or 

magnetic media produced by a computer (hereinafter referred to as the computer 

output) shall be deemed to be also a document, if the conditions mentioned in this 

section are satisfied in relation to the information and computer in question and shall 

be admissible in any proceedings, without further proof or production of the original, 

as evidence of any contents of the original or of any fact stated therein of which direct 

evidence would be admissible. 

(2) The conditions referred to in sub-section (1) in respect of a computer output shall be 

the following, namely:— 

(a) The computer output containing the information was produced by the computer 

during the period over which the computer was used regularly to store or process 

information for the purposes of any activities regularly carried on over that period by 

the person having lawful control over the use of the computer; 
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(b) During the said period, information of the kind contained in the electronic record 

or of the kind from which the information so contained is derived was regularly fed into 

the computer in the ordinary course of the said activities; 

(c) Throughout the material part of the said period, the computer was operating 

properly or, if not, then in respect of any period in which it was not operating properly 

or was out of operation during that part of the period, was not such as to affect the 

electronic record or the accuracy of its contents; and 

(d) The information contained in the electronic record reproduces or is derived from 

such information fed into the computer in the ordinary course of the said activities. 

(3) Where over any period, the function of storing or processing information the 

purposes of any activities regularly carried on over that period as mentioned in clause 

(a) of sub-section (2) was regularly performed by computers, whether— 

(a) By a combination of computers operating over that period; or 

(b) By different computers operating in succession over that period; or 

(c) By different combinations of computers operating in succession over that period; or 

(d) in any other manner involving the successive operation over that period, in whatever 

order, of one or more computers and one or more combinations of computers, 

All the computers used for that purpose during that period shall be treated for the 

purposes of this section as constituting a single computer; and references in this section 

to a computer shall be construed accordingly. 

(4) In any proceedings where it is desired to give a statement in evidence by virtue of 

this section, a certificate doing any of the following things, that is to say,— 

(a) Identifying the electronic record containing the statement and describing the 

manner in which it was produced; 
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(b) Giving such particulars of any device involved in the production of that electronic 

record as may be appropriate for the purpose of showing that the electronic record was 

produced by a computer; 

(c) Dealing with any of the matters to which the conditions mentioned in sub-section 

(2) relate; and purporting to be signed by a person occupying a responsible official 

position in relation to the operation of the relevant device or the management of the 

relevant activities (whichever is appropriate) shall be evidence of any matter stated in 

the certificate; and for the purposes of this sub-section it shall be sufficient for a matter 

to be stated to the best of the knowledge and belief of the person stating it. 

(5) For the purposes of this section,— 

(a) Information shall be taken to be supplied to a computer if it is supplied thereto in 

any appropriate form and whether it is so supplied directly or (with or without human 

intervention) by means of any appropriate equipment; 

(6) Whether in the course of activities carried on by any official information is supplied 

with a view to its being stored or processed for the purposes of those activities by a 

computer operated otherwise than in the course of those activities, that information, if 

duly supplied to that computer, shall be taken to be supplied to it in the course of those 

activities; 

(c) A computer output shall be taken to have been produced by a computer whether it 

was produced by it directly or (with or without human intervention) by means of any 

appropriate equipment. 

Explanation: 

For the purposes of this section any reference to information being derived from other 

information shall be a reference to its being derived there from by calculation, 

comparison or any other process. 

Comments: 
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The computer generated electronic records in evidence is admissible at a trial if proved 

in the manner specified by Section 65B. Compliance with Section 65B (4) (2) is enough 

to make admissible and prove electronic records. 

When unlawful acts of illegal mining operation encroaching into forest area take place 

the satellite sketches based on support of allegations are admissible. But same has to be 

substantiated by respondents in trial before the competent court and the petitioner is 

also entitled to rebut the same so that the rule of law would prevail. 

Where the High Court granted two months period for recording evidence by video 

conferencing, rejection of application for expiry of two months by the trial court is not 

proper. 

Recording of evidence through the process of video conferencing was permitted such 

facility was accorded in criminal cases, but there cannot be any plausible objection for 

adopting same procedure in civil cases. 

 

COMPUTER CRIME PREVENTION MESURES 

Some of the steps that may be taken to prevent computer crime have been mentioned 

below:108 

1. Establishing a secure computer center. 

2. Limited access to computer programs operation and data. 

3. Establish procedure for backup of data files and programs. 

4. Change access codes and user id at frequent intervals. 

5. Maintain log of computer users. 

                                                
108  B. S. NABAR, forensic science in crime investigation, 3d ed. 2001 
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6. Provide adequate fire prevention measures. 

7. Keep reliable and trustworthy staff to manage the center and rotate their job task 

periodically. 

CASES 

In Anvar P.V. Vs. P.K. Basheer has held as under109 : 

Only if the electronic record is duly produced in terms of Section 65-B of the 

Evidence Act, would the question arise as to the genuineness thereof and in that 

situation, resort can be made to Section 45- A--opinion of Examiner of Electronic 

Evidence. The Evidence Act does not contemplate or permit the proof of an 

electronic record by oral evidence if requirements under Section 65-B of the 

Evidence Act are not complied with, as the law now stands in India. It is relevant to 

note that Section 69 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act, 1984 (PACE) dealing 

with evidence on computer records in the United Kingdom was repealed by Section 

60 of the Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act, 1999. Computer evidence hence 

must follow the common law rule, where a presumption exists that the computer 

producing the evidential output was recording properly at the material time. The 

presumption can be rebutted if evidence to the contrary is (Lateef Gauli vs. State of 

M.P.) adduced. In the United States of America, under Federal Rule of Evidence, 

reliability of records normally go to the weight of evidence and not to admissibility. 

Proof of electronic record is a special provision introduced by the IT Act amending 

various provisions under the Evidence Act. The very caption of Section 65-A of the 

Evidence Act, read with Sections 59 and 65-B is sufficient to hold that the special 

provisions on evidence relating to electronic record shall be governed by the 

procedure prescribed under Section 65-B of the Evidence Act. That is a complete 

code in itself. Being a special law, the general law under Sections 63 and 65 has to 

yield. 

 

                                                
109(2014) 10 SCC 473 
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In Harpal Singh Vs. State of Punjab110 has held as under: 

Qua the admissibility of the call details, it is a matter of record that though PWs 

24, 25, 26 and 27 have endeavored to prove on the basis of the printed copy of the 

computer generated call details kept in usual ordinary course of business and stored 

in a hard disc of the company server, to co-relate the calls made from and to the 

cellphones involved including those, amongst others recovered from the accused 

persons, the prosecution has failed to adduce a certificate relatable thereto as 

required under Section 65-B(4) of the Act. Though the High Court, in its impugned 

judgment, while dwelling on this aspect, has dismissed the plea of inadmissibility 

of such call details by observing that all the stipulations contained under Section 

65 of the Act had been complied with, in the teeth of the decision of this Court in 

Anvar P.V. ordaining an inflexible adherence to the enjoinments of Sections 65-B 

(2) and (4) of the Act, we are (Lateef Gauli Vs. State of M.P.) unable to sustain this 

finding. As apparently the prosecution has relied upon the secondary evidence in 

the form of printed copy of the call details, even assuming that the mandate of 

Section 65-B (2) had been complied with, in the absence of a certificate under 

Section 65-B (4), the same has to be held inadmissible in evidence. 

 

In the case of Abhay Singh vs. Rakesh Singh111 

The certificate on affidavit of Shri Ajeet Tiwari purported to be filed under Section 

65-B(4), has been prepared a long time after the alleged transfer of the electronic 

record from memory card to the compact Disc by Shri Tiwari and a long time even 

after filing of the election petition. There is no endorsement made by Shri Tiwari 

on the Compact Disc (Annexure P/4) indicated that he had prepared the same 

Compact Disc from the (Lateef Gauli Vs. State of M.P.) original memory card. In 

these circumstances, the purported certificate under Section 65-B(4) of the 

Evidence Act can in no case ensure the source of the secondary evidence of 

electronic record nor the authenticity thereof, which as per the Supreme Court in 

                                                
110(2017) 1 SCC 734  
111E.P. No. 34 of 2014 
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Anwar P.V. (Supra), is the basic purpose of a certificate under Section 65-B(4). As 

such, no useful purpose would be served in granting leave to take such. 

In Dayamathi Bai Vs. K.M. Shaffi112 

We do not find merit in this civil appeal. In the present case the objection was not 

that the certified copy of Ext. P-1 is in itself inadmissible but that the mode of proof 

was irregular and insufficient. 

In Gopal Das Vs. Thakurji113 

It has been held that when the objection to the mode of proof is not taken, the party 

cannot lie by until the case comes before a court of appeal and then complain for 

the first time of the mode of proof. That when the objection to be taken is not that 

the document is in itself inadmissible but that the mode of proof was irregular, it is 

essential that the objection should be taken at the trial before the document is 

marked as an exhibit and admitted to the record. 

In M/S icici Bank Limited vs Vinod114 

A conjoint reading of Section 34 of the Indian Evidence Act, Sections 2(8), 2A and 

4 of the Banker's Book Evidence Act and the various pronouncements of the 

Supreme Court lead to the conclusion that firstly, the prosecution is required to 

lead admissible evidence to prove the entries in the books of accounts and after 

having led admissible evidence link the same with other evidence on record to 

prove the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt. Thus, in case the 

statements of accounts exhibited on record are accompanied by certificate as 

envisaged under Section 2A of the Bankers' Books Evidence Act, the statements of 

accounts would be admissible in evidence. An objection as to the person exhibiting 

the said statements of account i.e. an objection to the mode of proof and not 

admissibility, has to be taken at the time of exhibition of the documents. Therefore 

                                                
112(2004) 7 SCC 107  
113AIR 1936 All 422 
114 AIR 2018 ALL 969 
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if certified copies of the statements of accounts have been exhibited as per the 

requirement of Section 2A of the Act, the statement of account would be admissible 

and in case no objection to the witness proving the same is taken at the time when 

the document is exhibited, the document would be validly read in evidence. 

However, if the statements of accounts have been exhibited without the necessary 

certificate as contemplated under Section 2A of the Act, the same being 

inadmissible in evidence, even in the absence of an objection taken as to the mode 

of proof during trial, this Court cannot read the same in evidence even though 

marked as an exhibit. 

In State of NCT Delhi Vs. Navjyot Singh115 

The court held that irrespective of the compliance with requirements of Section 65-

B, there is no bar in adducing secondary evidence even for electronic records as per 

Sections 63 and Section 65. The court further held that even if a certificate 

containing the details as stipulated by sub-section (4) of Section 65-B is not filed, it 

does not render the evidence inadmissible as secondary evidence under Section 63 

and Section 65 can still be adduced. However, the Supreme Court in Anwar116 

overruled the above position. The Court held that for any electronic evidence to be 

admissible in its secondary form, it is necessary to meet the mandatory 

requirements of Section 65-B, which includes giving a certificate as per terms of 

Section 65-B (4), at the time of proving the record and not anytime later, failing 

which the electronic record will be considered inadmissible. 

While a larger bench of the Supreme Court, clearly and unequivocally, stated in 

2014, that any electronic evidence in secondary form will be inadmissible, if filed 

without meeting the requirements of Section 65 B (4), the two judge bench in Sonu, 

has expressed doubts over this principle The Court in the last part of this judgement 

noted that the court in Anvar has not applied the principle of prospective ruling. 

While noting this, the Court expressed concerns over the law laid in Anvar being 

applied retrospectively on one hand, and on the other hand, it refrained from 

                                                
115(2005) 11 SCC 600 
116Supra11 
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answering whether the judgement in Anvar could be made prospective in nature 

and has left this question open. In such a situation, the Supreme Court's touching 

upon the issue of prospective nature of the judgment in Anvar and leaving the issue 

open at the end has caused great dilemma and opened a pandora's box. In this 

regard and owing to the confusion created, it remains to be seen if the Supreme 

Court's decisions will be used to reopen or challenge admissibility of evidence in 

pending trials where the requirements under Section 65B were not complied with. 

Since the Court in the instant case has held the requirements of Section 65B to be 

the ones relating to mode/method of proof (despite Anvar holding that non-

compliance with 65B strikes at the very admissibility of the evidence), it will be 

worthwhile to see the impact of this judgement on the ongoing trials and 

proceedings. 

In K. Ramajayam @ Appu vs The Inspector of Police117 in this case court accept 

the DVD video recording as an admissible piece of evidence and observe: 

With regard to the disposal of Digital Video Recorder (MO-2), which contains the 

entire occurrence in this case, we are of the view that it should be handed over to 

the Tamil Nadu State Police Museum for preserving it as an artifact. It will also 

help the Police to conduct case study and hone their investigation skills. Therefore, 

we direct the Director General of Police to depute an Officer of the rank of 

Superintendent of Police from the Police Training College to collect the DVR (MO-

2) from the trial Court and preserve the same in an anti-static cover in the Police 

Museum at Ashok Nagar, Chennai. If any appeal is preferred against this judgment 

and the Supreme Court calls for the DVR (MO-2), the same shall be sent forthwith. 

American Law as noted in American Jurisprudence 2d (Vol.29) page 494, were 

cited with approval to the effect that it will be wrong to deny to the law of 

evidence advantages to be gained by new techniques and new devices, provided 

the accuracy of the recording can be proved. Such evidence should always be 

regarded with some caution and assessed in the light of all the circumstances of 

each case. Electronic evidence was held to be admissible subject to safeguards 

                                                
117 Crl.A.No.110 of 2015  
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adopted by the Court about the authenticity of the same. In the case of tape-

recording it was observed that voice of the speaker must be duly identified, 

accuracy of the statement was required to be proved by the maker of the record, 

possibility of tampering was required to be ruled out. Reliability of the piece of 

evidence is certainly a matter to be determined in the facts and circumstances of 

a fact situation. However, threshold admissibility of an electronic evidence 

cannot be ruled out on any technicality if the same was relevant.  
 

In Tukaram S. Dighole v. Manikrao Shivaji Kokate118 the same principle was 

reiterated. This Court observed that new techniques and devices are order of the 

day. Though such devices are susceptible to tampering, no exhaustive rule could 

be laid down by which the admission of such evidence may be judged. Standard 

of proof of its authenticity and accuracy has to be more stringent than other 

documentary evidence. 

In Tomaso Bruno and Anr. v. State of Uttar Pradesh119 a Three-Judge Bench 

observed that advancement of information technology and scientific temper 

must pervade the method of investigation. Electronic evidence was relevant to 

establish facts. Scientific and electronic evidence can be a great help to an 

investigating agency.  

In Pritish v. State of Maharashtra and Ors.120 , the Supreme Court has held 

that in respect of any document produced or given in evidence, in relation to 

proceedings in the court, the court is not required to afford any opportunity of 

hearing to the person against whom it might file a complaint before the 

Magistrate for initiating prosecution proceedings. The purpose of Section 340 is 

not to find 'whether a person is guilty or not' but is only to find 'whether it is 

expedient in the interest of justice to inquire into the offence. In the present case, 

to the application filed by the defendant, the non-applicants/plaintiff had even 

                                                
118(2010) 4 SCC 329 
119(2015) 7 SCC 178, see also Mohd. Ajmal Amir Kasab v. State of Maharashtra, (2012) 9 SCC 1 and State (NCT 
of Delhi) v. Navjot Sandhu, (2005) 11 SCC 600. 
120 (Cri.) 1188  of  2001 
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filed detailed replies, and counsels for the parties were heard at great length. The 

purpose was to provide an opportunity to the non-applicants, at least to show to 

the court as to whether it was a case where the court would direct filing of the 

complaint in compliance to the provisions of Section 340 or even drop the 

proceedings. 

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

Proliferation of Information technology has brought with itself a chequered 

scenario in society. It has assumed a very significant position in our life. The 

unending quest to get better in technology has impregnated various vices in the 

society. The face of criminal activities has got a new dimension and outlook with 

the advent of latest technology. For sure, we cannot rule out the contribution of 

such fascinating technologies in our life, both personally and professionally. 

However, on the weighing scale, we find it difficult to balance both the 

situations. When we talk of the word ‘cyber’, it automatically takes us to the 

thought of internet, technology and virtual world. For a lawyer or a technician it 

brings within its nuances various other things as well. They include computer, 

networks, data storage, software, cell phones, ATMs, other peripherals. In a 

nutshell they include anything and everything which has its roots in technology 

or is somewhere related to the generic term ‘computer’ and its offshoots. All 

these things are collectively and generically called ‘cyber space’. The criminals 

are using these high end technologies to commit such crimes which are beyond 

the reach and understanding of a layman. A person unskilled in this art cannot 

fancy tracing the roots of the crime. In recent years it has given us a new term 

called cyber-crime. It a crime in which computer (cyber, in general) is either used 

a tool or a target. In a crime involving the use of technology, the evidences so 

furnished will also be in some electronic form. At times it becomes difficult to 

test the veracity of such evidences, in absence of expert. Here comes the role of 

cyber forensics. Forensics generally means the use of science and technology to 

establish facts in courts of law. When prefixed by the word cyber, it obviously 

connotes the relation with cyber space. Etymologically we term them as 
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‘electronic evidence’. They are commonly defined as collection, preservation, and 

analysis and court presentation of computer related evidences 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

1. Hurdles in Cyber Forensic Investigation in India121 It has been observed that 

due to lack of knowledge and advancements, cyber wings in India are struggling 

while combating with cyber-crimes, this paper presented some issue which 

should be focused on while dealing with computers crimes and evidences, which 

will help the investigating authority to upgrade against present scenario.  

2. Cyber forensic and electronic evidence: challenges in enforcement an 

inadmissibility122it is quite notable achievement for law enforcement agencies 

and legislators that India has kept pace with the changing technological trends 

and introduced extremely important amendments in its laws to cater to the 

demands of technology. The only thing which needs a special and urgent 

attention is the training imparted to the implementing authorities so that the 

provisions are adequately enforced. Hopefully in years to come this problem will 

also be redressed and the country will witness a totally new, refreshed and 

technologically sound legal and enforcement framework. 

3. Challenges of Digital Forensics in Cloud Computing Environment123  Cloud 

computing is becoming most promising technology in recent days. It offers the 

scalable elastic services to many users at a time and it helps to access the 

resources quickly from cloud service provider. Digital forensics is part of 

computer forensics. Various challenges of cloud hinder the process of cloud 

forensics so that no standard framework for cloud forensics can be designed. This 

paper gathers the challenges and possible solutions. This paper also presents 

various challenges in every step of cloud forensics with probable solutions that 

                                                
121 Kirankumar Akate Patil, Shrinivas Vyawahare, Kiran Shejul &Madhuri Girase, Hurdles in Cyber Forensic 
Investigation in India, IOSR-JCE, pg. 18-22 http://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jce/papers/Conf.17003/Volume-
2/4.%2018-21.pdf. 
122 Samarth, Cyber Forensics & Electronic Evidences: Challenges In Enforcement & Their Admissibility(Oct 
16, 2018, 13:45) http://www.legalservicesindia.com/article/975/Cyber-Forensics-&-Electronic-Evidences:-
Challenges-In-Enforcement-&-Their-Admissibility.html. 
123 Radha Rani, Challenges of Digital Forensics in Cloud Computing Environment (Oct 16, 2018, 13:50) 
http://www.indjst.org/index.php/indjst/article/view/93051. 
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can mitigate those challenges. This paper also proposed a solution for collecting 

snapshots as evidence in Eucalyptus Cloud and proposed effective framework for 

cloud forensics. 

4. Cyber forensic facility in India is inadequate124 Training and orientation is the 

key to dealing with cyber-crime. States have made some efforts in training their 

police officials. In fact, NASSCOM’s Data Security Council of India has opened 

eight labs to train police officials. The CBI training academy at Ghaziabad, C-

DAC’s Cyber Resource Centre in Thiruvananthapuram, National Police Academy 

and Central Detective Training Schools also impart such kind of training. 

However, considering the rapid and quick growth and changes in the nature of 

cybercrimes and digital evidence, we do not have adequate facilities for advanced 

training in this field. The good news is that central government with the help of 

state governments is trying to start such advanced training facilities for the police 

officials. The project is on the anvil and will be launched very soon. The Bureau 

of Police Research and Development (BPR&D), along with other government 

departments, will be playing a crucial role in this project. A plan is being chalked 

out and it will be in accordance with the IT security policy. 

5. Cyber forensic in India125 Cyber Forensics may be alive or dead. Traditionally, 

Cyber Forensics Investigations were performed after pulling the plug and then 

subsequently imaging the media under investigation. The contemporary practice 

is to perform live analysis to get useful volatile data that is lost the moment a 

computer is turned off or after the pulling of the plug. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study, seeks to explore crisp & involves the ascertainment of affairs in respect 

of any problem issues & questions & for that descriptive approach will be 

adopted. Moreover, this research paper is interested to explain what kind of legal 

& administrative mechanism has been designed. 

                                                
124 Ankita Lahiri, Cyber forensic facility in India is inadequate(Oct 16, 2018, 13:52) 
 https://www.governancenow.com/views/interview/cyber-forensic-facility-india-inadequate. 
125 Ram Kumar, forensic science (Oct 16, 2018, 13:58) http://computerforensicsinindia.blogspot.com/. 
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The research paper is also to some extent is exploratory in nature where the 

researcher will study & try to find out the unknown or partly known facts. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

1. What kind of challenges do we face during investigation of cyber-crime and 

collection of digital evidence 

2. Why are police reluctant to enlist cyber forensic experts 

3. Does the force have necessary tools for collection of digital evidence 

4. What are the new challenges 

OBJECTIVES 

1. The First Objective of this study is to find adequate forensic labs to deal with 

cyber-crimes. 

2. The Second Objective of this study is to analyse the challenges which we face 

during investigation of cyber-crime and collection of digital evidence. 

3.  The Third Objective of this study is to observe that the experts have necessary 

tools for collection of digital evidence. 

HYPOTHESIS 

The Hypothesis of this study is to find out through doctrinal research whether do we 

have adequate forensic labs to deal with cyber-crimes or not, whether police are 

reluctant to enlist cyber forensic experts, whether the force have necessary tools for 

collection of digital evidence. These all questions are the part of the technique used by 

forensic experts. 

TENTATIVE CHAPTERIZATION 

1. The First Chapter is dealing with Introduction.  

2. The Second Chapter is dealing with history of cyber-crime and forensic science. 

3. The Third Chapter is dealing with kinds of cyber-crime. 

4. The Fourth Chapter is dealing with techniques used by cyber attackers and 

cyber forensic expert. 
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5. The Fifth Chapter is dealing with investigation of cyber crime by police 

department.  

6. The Sixth Chapter is dealing with conclusion of the study. 

 

III. II. HISTORY OF CYBER CRIME AND FORENSIC SCIENCE 

Our modern society demands a degree of connectivity between citizens, businesses, 

financial institutions and governments that must cross political and cultural 

boundaries. Digital technology provides this connectivity and gives its users many 

valuable benefits. But at the same time, it provides a rich environment for criminal 

activity, ranging from vandalism to stolen identity to theft of classified government 

information.126 History of hacking can be traced from 1870s use of brand new telephone 

by teenager’s generally for telephone phreaking. William Frederick Friedman, lead 

code-breaker of Japan’s World War II purple machine (cyber-crime in a way) and was 

also honored as the father of United States cryptanalysis. Although later he came out as 

eminent researcher for preventing of cyber-attacks on cryptography.127 In early 1960’s 

telephone phreakers had an extra curiosity to know about computer, computer system 

and how to use it and its activities for their own ends. But the difference was that in the 

early stage of the information technology cyber-crimes were committed by highly 

educated technology experts who had access to this new technology e.g., programmers, 

engineers, administrators, with new technology knowledge. For example, in 1960, the 

Massachusetts Institute of technology’s (MIT) artificial intelligence laboratory became 

the field for hackers to play. However it was probably the last time when the term hacker 

was used in somewhat positive sense. In year 1966 a Minnesota Bank was robbed by 

cyber criminals by using new Information Technology. By the year 1970, the cyber world 

and network was open to worldwide users. And by that time another cybercrime evolved 

and became legal challenge worldwide that is cyber pornography. Till the end of 1980’s 

even the concept of personal computers were not know to normal people. Therefore, at 

that time in Russia programmers and hackers were attached to computer centers and 

                                                
126 Florida Tech, A Brief History of Cyber Crime (Sep 16, 2018, 15:20) 
https://www.floridatechonline.com/blog/information-technology/a-brief-history-of-cyber-crime/ 
127 Jitender Kumar, Cyber Crime in India: An Overview, vol. 3 issue 4, IJIR 963-964, 2017 
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cyber cafes. They used to work in the same place closely to make brand name e.g. IBM, 

DEC, operating system, software packaging. In the early 1980’s hackers were arrested 

for about 60 computers breakings from memorial sloan with Kettering concern center 

which were arranging to attack on Los Alamos national laboratory. The first national 

bank of Chicago was the victim of a $70 million computer hacking. Not only that law 

enforcement agency investigated an Indian hacker known as “fry guy” for hacking Mc. 

Donald’s information. Therefore, the Comprehensive crime control act was passed for 

secret service jurisdiction over the computer fraud and credit card information in the 

USA. In early 1990’s the law enforcement agencies started a national crackdown on 

hacker’s activities while AT & T long distance service crashes on Martin Luther King JR. 

Day. In this year hackers broke into Graffith Air force Base, NASA, Korean Atomic 

research Institute etc. in the year 1984 the computer fraud and abuse act was enacted 

which dealt with unauthorized access in the USA legal system. This Act was revised in 

1994 and amended in the late 1996. This Act prohibits unauthorized access to computers 

to commit espionage, unauthorized access to non-public government computer, 

computer fraud, damage to computer, trafficking in passwords, threats to damage a 

computer.128 

ARPANET 

With the launch of first artificial earth satellite by the USSR in 1957 the internet age had 

started. Next was the USA who forms the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) 

within the Department of Defense (DOD) for the purpose to enable US military in 

science and technology. The year 1962 is historically very important because of RAND 

Paul Baran, of the RAND Corporation (a government agency), was commissioned by the 

U.S. Air Force. Its main objective was to do a research for the control and command 

over its missiles and bombers, after a nuclear attack. This was to be a military research 

network that could survive a nuclear strike, decentralized so that if any locations (cities) 

in the U.S. were attacked, the military could still have control of nuclear arms for a 

                                                
128 Id. 
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counter-attack. Baran’s finished document described several ways to accomplish this. 

His final proposal was a packet switched network.129 

WORLD WIDE WEB (WWW) 

The World Wide Web (abbreviated as WWW or W3, commonly known as the web), is 

a system of interlinked hypertext documents accessed via the Internet. With a web 

browser, one can view web pages that may contain text, images, videos, and other 

multimedia, and navigate between them via hyperlinks. The web was developing 

between March 1989 and December 1990. In March 1989, Tim Berners-Lee wrote a 

proposal that referenced ENQUIRE, a database and software project he had built in 

1980, and described a more elaborate information management system. It was further 

worked and published a more formal proposal in 1990 with help from Robert Cailliau 

with a possibility of a read-only web would be developed within three months and that 

it would take six months to achieve “the creation of new links and new material by 

readers, authorship becomes universal” as well as “the automatic notification of a reader 

when new material of interest to him/her has become available. By 1991, people outside 

of CERN joined the new Web community. Very important to the growth of the Web, 

CERN announced in April 1993 that the World Wide Web technology would be available 

for anyone to use on a royalty-free basis. The first server outside Europe was set up at 

the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in Palo Alto, California, to host the 

SPIRES-HEP database.130 

HISTORY OF FORENSIC SCIENCE 

The application of science and technology to the detection and investigation of crime 

and administration of justice is not new to India. Although our ancestors did not know 

forensic science in its present form, scientific methods in one way or the other seem to 

have been followed in the investigation of crime. Its detailed reference is found in 

Kautilya’s ‘Arthashastra,’ which was written about 2300 years ago. Indians studied 

                                                
129historical perspective and classification of cybercrimes and cyberterrorism – an overview,evolution and 
classification of cyber crimes and cyber terrorism, (Oct 12, 2018, 14:18) 
http://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/75367/9/09_chapter%202.pdf 
130 Id. 
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various patterns of the papillary lines, thousands of years ago. It is presumed that they 

knew about the persistency and individuality of fingerprints, which they used as 

signatures. Even Mr. KM Kata, a frequent contributor to ‘Nature’, stated that the 

Chinese records proved the use of fingerprints in an ancient kingdom of southern India. 

The Indians knew for long that the handprints, known as the Tarija’, were inimitable. 

The use of fingerprints as signatures by illiterate people in India, introduced centuries 

ago, was considered by some people as ceremonial only, till it was scientifically proved 

that identification from fingerprints was infallible.131 

CHEMICAL EXAMINER’S LABORATORIES 

During the nineteenth century, when the cases of death due to poisoning posed a 

problem to the law enforcement agencies, a need was felt for isolating, detecting and 

estimating various poisons absorbed in the human system. The first Chemical 

Examiner’s Laboratory was, therefore, set up for this purpose at the then Madras 

Presidency, under the Department of Health, during 1849. Later, similar laboratories 

were set up at Calcutta (1853), followed by one each at Agra (1864) and Bombay (1870). 

These laboratories were equipped to handle toxicological analysis of viscera, biological 

analysis of stains of blood, semen, etc. and chemical analysis of food, drugs, and various 

excisable materials to provide scientific support to the criminal justice delivery system 

within their limited means. These laboratories also provided analytical facilities to the 

neighboring States and Union Territories.132 

 ANTHROPOMETRIC BUREAU 

While some progress was made in the identification of poisons, the identification of 

people, specifically criminals, was still being done in a rather haphazard manner. 

Policemen would try to memorize convict’s face so that they could recognize him if he 

got involved in another crime later. With the introduction of Photography, the Criminal 

Investigation Department (CID) maintained records of every known criminal including 

                                                
131 Tewari R K, Ravikumar K V. History and development of forensic science in India. J Postgrad Med [serial 
online] 2000 [cited 2018 Sep 26]; 46:303. Available from: 
http://www.jpgmonline.com/text.asp?2000/46/4/303/250 
132 Id. 
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a detailed description of his appearance. With the invention of Bertillon’s 

anthropometric system in 1878, India, along with the other countries of the world, 

adapted Bertillon’s system of personnel identification and thus an Anthropometric 

Bureau, for maintaining anthropometric records of criminals, was established in 1892 at 

Calcutta.133 

 

FINGER PRINT BUREAU 

William Herschel, the Collector of the District of Hooghly (Bengal) found that markings 

on the fingertips of a person never changed during his lifetime. Herschel applied his 

knowledge and skill in devising a system of registration of finger or thumb impressions 

of native contractors to safeguard the interests of the Government against the 

repudiation of contracts by them. Thereafter, he extended his registration procedure to 

prison regulations for identifying convicted criminals. In 1877, Herschel sought the 

consent of his superior officers in putting his ideas into practice, but did not succeed. 

In 1891, Edward Richard Henry's appointment, the Inspector General of Police in Bengal, 

introduced the thumb impressions in the record slips, containing anthropometric data, 

to avoid wrong identification. Long before 1897, he introduced maintenance of duplicate 

criminal records with impressions of 10 fingers separately. Henry employed few selected 

Indian police officers, viz. Khan Bahadur Azizul Huq and Rai Bahadur Hem Chandra 

Bose to work under his general supervision till the classification was evolved, which 

remains the basic system even today. It was Khan Bahadur Azizul Huq who evolved a 

mathematical formula to supplement Henry's idea of sorting slips in 1024 pigeon holes, 

based on fingerprint patterns. Rai Bahadur Hem Chandra Bose made further 

contribution to the fingerprint science by evolving an extended system of sub-

classification, a telegraphic code for finger impression and a system of single digit 

classification. Henry approached the Government to seek approval for replacing the 

anthropometric data by fingerprints for the identification of habitual criminals. 

Government readily agreed, and the first fingerprint bureau in the world was officially 

                                                
133 Id. 
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declared open at Calcutta in July 1897, although the collection of record slips had started 

a few years earlier. Thus, the personnel identification solely on the basis of fingerprints 

commenced in India.134 

DEPARTMENT OF EXPLOSIVES 

When the use of explosives for subversive activities became common, it was found 

necessary to detect the causes of explosion, either accidental or intentional. The 

foundation of the Department of Explosives was laid when the first chief inspector of 

explosives was appointed in the year 1898, with his headquarters at Nagpur. Later, five 

regional offices at Calcutta, Bombay, Agra, Madras and Gwalior, and three sub offices at 

Shivkashi. Gomia and Asallsol were opened. They developed competence to provide 

scientific clues in respect of explosives as well as the possible causes of explosions. Their 

expertise came handy in police investigations in the crimes related to explosions and for 

evolving various provisions under the Explosives & Petroleum Act.135 

GOVERNMENT EXAMINER OF QUESTIONED DOCUMENT, SHIMLA 

The British Government of Bengal felt the necessity of identifying the handwritings on 

the secret documents connected with the Indian independence movement and, 

therefore, created the post of Government Handwriting Expert of Bengal. Mr. CR 

Hardless, the then Superintendent in the A.G.'s office in Bengal, was appointed to this 

post in 1904. This setup was shifted to Shimla in the year 1906 and was placed under the 

control of the Director, CID. A post of Handwriting Expert for the Government of India 

was created and Mr. CR Hardless was appointed to this post. He was replaced by Mr. F 

Brewster, a police officer from the West Bengal CID, and was designated as the GEQD. 

At first, the work of this office was mainly confined to the identification of writings on 

secret documents. Later, as the application of this branch of science was felt in many 

other cases, the services of this office were thrown open to criminal as well as civil court 

cases. During the World War II, this organization took up the additional work of secret 

                                                
134 Supra 33 
135 Id. 
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censorship, including the detection of invisible writings and training of military 

personnel in this field of science.136 

In 1897 a Fingerprint Bureau was established in Calcutta (Kolkata), India, after the 

Council of the Governor General approved a committee report stating that fingerprints 

should be used for the classification of criminal records. Working in the Calcutta 

Anthropometric Bureau, before it became the Fingerprint Bureau, were Azizul Haque 

and Hem Chandra Bose. Haque and Bose were Indian fingerprint experts who have been 

credited with the primary development of a fingerprint classification system eventually 

named after their supervisor, Sir Edward Richard Henry. The Henry Classification 

System, code wise by Haque and Bose, was accepted in England and Wales when the 

first United Kingdom Fingerprint Bureau was founded in Scotland Yard, the 

Metropolitan Police headquarters, London, in 1901. Sir Edward Richard Henry 

subsequently achieved improvements in dactyloscopy.137 

In the 19th century, it was discovered that almost any contact between a finger and a 

fixed surface left a latent mark that could be made visible by a variety of procedures 

(e.g., the use of a fine powder). In 1894 in England the Troup Committee, a group 

established by the Home Secretary to determine the best means of personal 

identification, accepted that no two individuals had the same fingerprints—a 

proposition that has never been seriously refuted. In 1900 another committee 

recommended the use of fingerprints for criminal identification. Fingerprint evidence 

was first accepted in an Argentine court in particularly in cases involving the 

determination of Paternity of Identity.138 

SUBDIVISIONS 

 a) Forensic accounting is the study and interpretation of accounting evidence. 

                                                
136 Id. 
137 Sodhi J.S.; Kaur, asjeed (2005). The Forgotten Indian Pioneers Of Fingerprint Science‖. Current Science 88 
(1): 185-191. 
138 Dr. Nirpat Patel, The Role in Criminal investigation- Admissibility in Indian Legal System and future 
perspective, International Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences (Oct 12,2018, 14:48) http:// 
www.ijhssi.org 
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b) Forensic aerial photography is the study and interpretation of aerial photographic 

evidence. 

c) Computational forensics concerns the development of algorithms and software to 

assist forensic examination.  

d) Criminalistics is the application of various sciences to answer questions relating to 

examination and comparison of biological evidence, trace evidence, impression 

evidence (such as fingerprints, footwear impressions, and tire tracks), controlled 

substances, ballistics, firearm and tool mark examination, and other evidence in 

criminal investigations. In typical circumstances evidence is processed in a Crime lab.  

e) Forensic dactyloscopy is the study of fingerprints.  

f) Digital forensics is the application of proven scientific methods and techniques in 

order to recover data from electronic / digital media. Digital Forensic specialists work 

in the field as well as in the lab.  

g) Forensic document examination or questioned document examination answers 

questions about a disputed document using a variety of scientific processes and 

methods. Many examinations involve a comparison of the questioned document, or 

components of the document, with a set of known standards. The most common type 

of examination involves handwriting, whereby the examiner tries to address concerns 

about potential authorship.139 

III.III. KINDS OF CYBER CRIME 

There are literally a dozen ways in which a cyber-crime can be perpetrated.  

1. HACKING- Hacking comes from the term “hacker”, which is someone who 

enjoys and is an expert in computer programming languages and systems. 

Hacking, in this sense, means using unusually complex and clever methods to 

make computers do things. For some time, however, the popular press has used 

                                                
139 Nivedita Grover, Isha Tyagi, Development of Forensic Science and Criminal Prosecution-India, Symbiosis 
Law School, Noida, Symbiosis International University, Pune, India. International Journal of Scientific and 
Research Publications, Volume 4, Issue 12, December 2014 1 ISSN 2250-3153. 
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the word “hacker” and “hacking” in a negative way to refer to individuals who try 

to get into computer systems in order to steal, corrupt, or illegitimately view 

data. Hackers themselves maintain that the proper term for such individuals is 

“cracker”, and that their activities should be called cracking. However, in order 

to be consistent with the most common usage of the word, we use “hacking” here 

to refer to unauthorized access.140 

Hackers are classified according to the intent of their actions. The following list 

classifies hackers according to their intent.141 

❖ Ethical Hacker (White hat): A hacker who gains access to systems with a view 

to fix the identified weaknesses. They may also perform penetration Testing and 

vulnerability assessments. 

❖ Cracker (Black hat): A hacker who gains unauthorized access to computer 

systems for personal gain. The intent is usually to steal corporate data, violate 

privacy rights, transfer funds from bank accounts etc. 

❖ Grey hat: A hacker who is in between ethical and black hat hackers. He/she 

breaks into computer systems without authority with a view to identify 

weaknesses and reveal them to the system owner. 

❖ Script kiddies: A non-skilled person who gains access to computer systems 

using already made tools. 

❖ Hacktivist: A hacker who use hacking to send social, religious, and political, etc. 

messages. This is usually done by hijacking websites and leaving the message on 

the hijacked website. 

❖ Phreaker: A hacker who identifies and exploits weaknesses in telephones 

instead of computers. 

a) SQL Injection is an attack that poisons dynamic SQL statements to comment out 

certain parts of the statement or appending a condition that will always be true. 

                                                
140Cybercrime.org.za, Hacking Definition(Sep 27,2018,14:18) http://cybercrime.org.za/hacking/ 
141 guru99, what is Hacking? Introduction & Types (Sep 27,2018, 14:23) https://www.guru99.com/what-is-
hacking-an-introduction.html 
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It takes advantage of the design flaws in poorly designed web applications to 

exploit SQL statements to execute malicious SQL code.142 

b) File Transfer Protocol that tells how to communicate with the computer such as 

web server, to access the files in the computer.FTP is simply a set of rules 

according to which a computer can connect with the file server, web server or 

other computers and exchange information.FTP can use for number of purposes 

primarily for web masters to upload web pages to web servers. It can easily move 

files to another computer .Academic institutions use FTP to move large files for 

storing information in another computer. A code injection attack is an effort to 

load malicious computer code onto a website by exploiting weaknesses in the 

software. This attack usually handled by the malicious hacker who identifies a 

weakness of a website and exploits that weakness to load the malicious computer 

code infecting the web pages on the website. This allows the malicious hacker to 

steal the information from the website and infects the visitors visiting the 

website.143 

c) Cross-site Scripting (XSS) refers to client-side code injection attack wherein an 

attacker can execute malicious scripts (also commonly referred to as a malicious 

payload) into a legitimate website or web application. XSS is amongst the most 

rampant of web application vulnerabilities and occurs when a web application 

makes use of invalidated or uuencoded user input within the output it generates. 

By leveraging XSS, an attacker does not target a victim directly. Instead, an 

attacker would exploit a vulnerability within a website or web application that 

the victim would visit, essentially using the vulnerable website as a vehicle to 

deliver a malicious script to the victim’s browser. While XSS can be taken 

advantage of within VBScript, ActiveX and Flash (although now considered 

legacy or even obsolete), unquestionably, the most widely abused is JavaScript – 

primarily because JavaScript is fundamental to most browsing experiences.144 

                                                
142 SQL Injection Tutorial: Learn with Example  (Sep, 27, 2018, 14:24) https://www.guru99.com/learn-sql-
injection-with-practical-example.html. 
143 KARTHIKEYAN.N, THEFT OF FTP PASSWORD (Sep 27,2018, 14:31) 
https://www.cybercrimechambers.com/blog-theft-of-ftp-passwords-121.php. 
144 ACUNETIX, WHAT IS CROSS SITE SCRIPTING AND HOW CAN YOU FIX IT (Sep, 27, 2018, 14:36) 
https://www.acunetix.com/websitesecurity/cross-site-scripting/. 
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2. Viruses are computer programs that attach themselves to or infect a system or files, 

and have a tendency to circulate to other computers on a network. They disrupt the 

computer operation and affect the data stored – either by modifying it or by deleting it 

altogether. “Worms” unlike viruses don’t need a host to cling on to. They merely 

replicate until they eat up all available memory in the system. The term “worm” is 

sometimes used to mean self-replicating “malware” (Malicious software). These terms 

are often used interchangeably in the context of the hybrid viruses/worms that 

dominate the current virus scenario. “Trojan horses” are different from viruses in their 

manner of propagation. They masquerade as a legitimate file, such as an email 

attachment from a supposed friend with a very believable name, and don’t disseminate 

themselves. The user can also unknowingly install a Trojan-infected program via drive-

by downloads when visiting a website, playing online games or using internet-driven 

applications. A Trojan horse can cause damage similar to other viruses, such as steal 

information or hamper/disrupt the functioning of computer systems. 145 

3. LOGIC BOMB- In a computer program, a logic bomb, also called slag code, is 

programming code, inserted surreptitiously or intentionally, that is designed to execute 

(or "explode") under circumstances such as the lapse of a certain amount of time or the 

failure of a program user to respond to a program command. It is in effect a delayed-

action computer virus or Trojan horse. A logic bomb, when "exploded," may be designed 

to display or print a spurious message, delete or corrupt data, or have other undesirable 

effects. Some logic bombs can be detected and eliminated before they execute through 

a periodic scan of all computer files, including compressed files, with an up-to-date anti-

virus program. For best results, the auto-protect and email screening functions of the 

anti-virus program should be activated by the computer user whenever the machine is 

online. In a network, each computer should be individually protected, in addition to 

whatever protection is provided by the network administrator. Unfortunately, even this 

precaution does not guarantee 100-percent system immunity.146 

                                                
145 The document is created by www.fraudfighting.org and free to use (Sep 27,2018, 14:28) 
146Margaret Rouse, Logic Bomb(Slag Code) Sep 27, 2018, 14:41) 
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/logic-bomb. 
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4. DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK- A DOS attack is an attack meant to shut down a 

machine or network, making it inaccessible to its intended users. DoS attacks 

accomplish this by flooding the target with traffic, or sending it information that 

triggers a crash. In both instances, the DoS attack deprives legitimate users (i.e. 

employees, members, or account holders) of the service or resource they expected. 

Victims of DoS attacks often target web servers of high-profile organizations such as 

banking, commerce, and media companies, or government and trade organizations. 

Though DoS attacks do not typically result in the theft or loss of significant information 

or other assets, they can cost the victim a great deal of time and money to handle. 

There are two general methods of DoS attacks: flooding services or crashing services. 

Flood attacks occur when the system receives too much traffic for the server to buffer, 

causing them to slow down and eventually stop. Popular flood attacks include: 

● Buffer overflow attacks – the most common DoS attack. The concept is to send 

more traffic to a network address than the programmers have built the system to 

handle. It includes the attacks listed below, in addition to others that are 

designed to exploit bugs specific to certain applications or networks 

● ICMP flood – leverages misconfigured network devices by sending spoofed 

packets that ping every computer on the targeted network, instead of just one 

specific machine. The network is then triggered to amplify the traffic. This attack 

is also known as the smurf attack or ping of death. 

● SYN flood – sends a request to connect to a server, but never completes the 

handshake. Continues until all open ports are saturated with requests and none 

are available for legitimate users to connect to.147 

 

5. PHISHING ATTACK- Phishing is a type of social engineering attack often used to 

steal user data, including login credentials and credit card numbers. It occurs when an 

attacker, masquerading as a trusted entity, dupes a victim into opening an email, instant 

message, or text message. The recipient is then tricked into clicking a malicious link, 

                                                
147 POLOALTO, WHAT IS A DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK (DoS)? (Sep 27, 2018, 14:46) 
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/cyberpedia/what-is-a-denial-of-service-attack-dos. 
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which can lead to the installation of malware, the freezing of the system as part of a 

ransomware attack or the revealing of sensitive information. An attack can have 

devastating results. For individuals, this includes unauthorized purchases, the stealing 

of funds, or identity theft. Moreover, phishing is often used to gain a foothold in 

corporate or governmental networks as a part of a larger attack, such as an APT event. 

In this latter scenario, employees are compromised in order to bypass security 

perimeters, distribute malware inside a closed environment, or gain privileged access to 

secured data. An organization succumbing to such an attack typically sustains severe 

financial losses in addition to declining market share, reputation, and consumer trust. 

Depending on scope, a phishing attempt might escalate into a security incident from 

which a business will have a difficult time recovering.148 

6. EMAIL BOMBING- An email bombing is a form of Internet abuse which is 

perpetrated through the sending of massive volumes of email to a specific email address 

with the goal of overflowing the mailbox and overwhelming the mail server hosting the 

address, making it into some form of denial of service attack. An email bomb is also 

known as a letter bomb.149 

7. WEB JACKING- This term is derived from the term hi jacking. In these kinds of 

offences the hacker gains access and control over the web site of another. He may even 

change the information on the site. This may be done for fulfilling political objectives 

or for money. E.g. recently the site of MIT (Ministry of Information Technology) was 

hacked by the Pakistani hackers and some obscene matter was placed therein. Further 

the site of Bombay crime branch was also web jacked. Another case of web jacking is 

that of the ‘goldfish’ case. In this case the site was hacked and the information pertaining 

to gold fish was changed.150 

8. CYBER STALKING- Cyber stalking is a crime in which the attacker harasses a victim 

using electronic communication, such as e-mail or IM, or messages posted to a Web site 

                                                
148 imperva incapsula, phishing attacks (Sep 27, 2018, 14:57) ttps://www.incapsula.com/web-application-
security/phishing-attack-scam.html.. 
149 thechopedia,email bomb (Sep 27, 2018, 15:01) https://www.techopedia.com/definition/1655/email-bomb 
150 KANIKA SETH, WEB JACKING, (Sep 27, 2018, 15:03)  http://www.karnikaseth.com/what-is-web-
jacking.html 
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or a discussion group. A cyber stalker relies upon the anonymity afforded by the Internet 

to allow them to stalk their victim without being detected. Cyber stalking messages 

differ from ordinary spam in that a cyber stalker targets a specific victim with often 

threatening messages, while the spammer targets a multitude of recipients with simply 

annoying messages.151 

9. DATA DIDDLING- Data diddling occurs when someone with access to information 

of some sort changes this information before it is entered into a computer. This is done 

to provide some sort of benefit to the data diddler, generally financial, and is a common 

method of computer-related crime. Data diddling can occur at various points along the 

chain of information entry, and it is often very subtle and virtually undetectable. It can 

be something as small as a time clerk substituting his own name or employee number 

for another employee's name or number. It can be combated by ensuring that all 

information is identical, whether it is a hard copy or the data within a digital system.152 

10. IDENTITY THEFT AND CREDIT CARD FRAUD- Credit card fraud typically occurs 

when someone steals your credit card information and uses it to make unauthorized 

purchases, Tyson says. This can be done by taking your purse or wallet. Alternatively, if 

the criminal works at a retail store or in a restaurant, he or she may simply copy your 

credit card information during a transaction. With identity theft, criminals obtain other 

people’s personal information for their own economic gain, Tyson says. Personal data, 

such as Social Security numbers, birth dates and bank account numbers can be used to 

assume your identity.153 

11. SALAMI SLICING- Salami Slicing is a form of financial cyber-attack where the 

criminal takes an amount of money that is so insignificant that a single case is 

completely unnoticed. The amount of money taking in every case would be very little 

(say Rs.5), however the number of cases would be large. Therefore, each individual 

victim would incur a very small loss, but the criminal would make a sizeable amount. 

                                                
151  Margaret Rouse, CYBER STALKING (Sep 27, 2018, 15:06) 
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/cyberstalking. 
152 Tanushree Sharma, What is Data Diddling (Sep 27, 2018, 15:09) 
https://www.legistify.com/QnA/answer/1920-what-is-data-diddling. 
153 CK STAFF, What’s the difference between credit card fraud and identity theft? (Sep 27, 2018, 15:13) 
https://www.creditkarma.com/credit-cards/i/credit-card-fraud-identity-theft/. 
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For example, a bank employee inserts a program into the bank’s servers that takes away 

a very small amount (say Rs.5) a month from every account. None of the account holders 

would notice this unauthorized removal of money because it is too small to notice. 

However due to the sheer number of accounts from which money is taken, the employee 

would make a sizable amount of money every month. 

12. SOFTWARE PIRACY- Software piracy is the stealing of legally protected software. 

Under copyright law, software piracy occurs when copyright protected software is 

copied, distributed, modified or sold. Software piracy is considered direct copyright 

infringement when it denies copyright holders due compensation for use of their 

creative works.154 

III. IV. TECHNIQUES USED BY CYBER ATTACKERS AND CYBER FORENSIC 

EXPERTS - 

Thirty years ago, a personal computer had two 5 1/4 inch floppy drives, maybe a 300 

baud modem, and 128K of memory. Those devices were simple, the storage was simple, 

and committing some online crime was not easy at all. Today, it seems like everything 

has gone digital. We have GPS devices, vehicle data collectors, smart phones, and even 

game stations — all of which may provide relevant information in an investigation 

involving the use of forensic technology. There is digital everything including cameras, 

video cameras, and music players, and let’s not forget the myriad of smart phones and 

PDAs which are now part of life. What this means is that computer and digital forensic 

experts can be overwhelmed with work, especially in the criminal area. In addition, 

there is so much data coursing through Internet Service Providers’ systems that the 

forensic trail can grow cold as those providers over write data.155 

TECHNIQUES USED BY ATTACKERS 

                                                
154 Techopedia, what is software piracy ( Oct 7, 2018, 20:21)  
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/4361/software-piracy. 
155 Preeti and Sushil, Tool and Techniques for Computer Forensics, 4th International Conference on System 
Modeling & Advancement in Research Trends (SMART) College of Computing Sciences and Information 
Technology (CCSIT) (Oct 12, 2018, 14:35)  http://tmu.ac.in/college-of-computing-sciences-and-it/wp-
content/uploads/sites/17/2016/10/CCSIT214.pdf. 
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1. AUTOMIZER- Each visit of yours is logged! Each time you visit a site you leave 

a visiting card that reveals where you coming from; what kind of computer you 

use; and various other details. An anonymizer or an anonymous proxy is a tool 

that attempts to make activity on the internet untraceable. It empowers you to 

surf the web without revealing any personal information. Not only does it hide 

your IP address and internet history but also unblock the restricted websites and 

lets you navigate past web-filters. The problem arise when individuals use this to 

avoid the consequences of engaging in criminal, disruptive or socially 

unacceptable behavior online. Two popular anonymizers are hidemyass.com and 

anonymous.org.156 

2. ARP Cache Poisoning- ARP protocol was designed to be simple and efficient 

but a major flaw in the protocol is lack of authentication. No authentication was 

added to its implementation and as a result, there is no way to authenticate the 

IP to MAC address mapping in the ARP reply. Further, the host does not even 

check whether it sent an ARP request for which it is receiving ARP reply message. 

In a layman’s language, if computer ‘A’ has sent and ARP request and it gets an 

ARP reply, then ARP protocol by no means can check whether the information 

or the IP to MAC mapping in the ARP reply is correct or not. Also, even if a host 

did not send an ARP request and gets an ARP reply, then also it trusts the 

information in reply and updates its ARP cache. This is known as ARP cache 

poisoning. So you can see that it’s easy to exploit this weakness of ARP protocol. 

An evil hacker can craft a valid ARP reply in which any IP is mapped to any MAC 

address of the hacker’s choice and can send this message to the complete 

network. All the devices on network will accept this message and will update 

their ARP table with new Information and this way the hacker can gain control 

of the to and fro communication from any host in network.157 

3. CLICK FRAUD-In its simplest form, a person can engage in click fraud by using 

different computers – such as a work computer – to click on ads he or she has 

placed on a personal website. This basic click fraud, along with asking friends 

                                                
156 Id. 
157 HIMANSHU ARORA, TCP/IP Attacks – ARP Cache Poisoning Fundamentals Explained (Oct 07,2018, 
23:58) http://www.winlab.rutgers.edu/comnet2/Reading/documents/CachePoisoning.pdf 
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and family to click through on ads, generally is not on a scale that is large enough 

to concern companies that pay for online ads.158 

Programs and scripts, however, can quickly use up an advertising budget while 

producing little or no sales in return. Parties that may engage in click fraud include: 

● Competitors of advertisers: The competitors who are in the same field of 

advertisers use their force to interrupt the advertiser’s ad campaign by clicking 

through the ads, even though they have no intention of buying the products. By 

doing this, the competitors may not gain directly, but they can hurt the 

advertisers by essentially wasting their advertising budgets. 

● Advertising networks: Clicks on an ad equate to more revenue for the advertising 

network serving the ad. This means that there is very little incentive to sniff out 

click frauds and more than a little pressure to set up click networks to maximize 

the revenue from a given ad campaign. 

● Ad driven sites: Sites that offer free content and make their money from ad 

revenue – shared with the ad networks – may set up click frauds for the obvious 

reasons of juicing revenue. 

4. CYBER STALKING- Cyber stalking is a crime in which the attacker harasses a 

victim using electronic communication, such as e-mail or instant messaging 

(IM), or messages posted to a Web site or a discussion group. A cyber stalker 

relies upon the anonymity afforded by the Internet to allow them to stalk their 

victim without being detected. Cyber stalking messages differ from ordinary 

spam in that a cyber stalker targets a specific victim with often threatening 

messages, while the spammer targets a multitude of recipients with simply 

annoying messages.159 

III.V. CYBER FORENSIC TOOLS/ TECHNIQUES USED BY EXPERTS 

CFT assist forensic examiners by collecting information from computer system; making 

a true and permanent copy of that information, so that it can be used in legal 

proceeding; and analyzing data to uncover information that may not be immediately 

                                                
158 Techopedia, click fraud (Oct 07,02018, 00:26)  https://www.techopedia.com/definition/5157/click-fraud. 
159 Margaret Rousem, cyberstalking (Oct 07,2018, 00:31) 
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/cyberstalking 
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obvious. CFT allow investigators to recover deleted files, reconstruct an intruders 

activities and gain intelligence about a computers user.160 

X-WAYS FORENSICS- X-Ways Forensics is an advanced work environment for 

computer forensic examiners and our flagship product. Runs under Windows 

XP/2003/Vista/2008/7/8/8.1/2012/10*, 32 Bit/64 Bit, standard/PE/FE. Compared 

to its competitors, X-Ways Forensics is more efficient to use after a while, by far 

not as resource-hungry, often runs much faster, finds deleted files and search 

hits that the competitors will miss, offers many features that the others lack, as 

a German product is potentially more trustworthy, comes at a fraction of the 

cost, does not have any ridiculous hardware requirements, does not depend on 

setting up a complex database, etc.! X-Ways Forensics is fully portable and runs 

off a USB stick on any given Windows system without installation if you want. 

Downloads and installs within seconds (just a few MB in size, not GB). X-Ways 

Forensics is based on the WinHex hex and disk editor and part of an efficient 

workflow model where computer forensic examiners share data and collaborate 

with investigators that use X-Ways Investigator.161 

SANS INVESTIGATIVE FORENSIC TOOLKIT-SIFT- The SIFT Workstation is a 

group of free open-source incident response and forensic tools designed to 

perform detailed digital forensic examinations in a variety of settings. It can 

match any current incident response and forensic tool suite. SIFT demonstrates 

that advanced incident response capabilities and deep dive digital forensic 

techniques to intrusions can be accomplished using cutting-edge open-source 

tools that are freely available and frequently updated.  

ENCASE- EnCase is the shared technology within a suite of digital investigations 

products by Guidance Software. The software comes in several products designed 

for forensic, cyber security, security analytics, and e-discovery use. Encase is 

traditionally used in forensics to recover evidence from seized hard drives. 

Encase allows the investigator to conduct in depth analysis of user files to collect 

evidence such as documents, pictures, internet history and Windows Registry 
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161 X WAYS, X-Ways Forensics: Integrated Computer Forensics Software (Oct 08,2018, 00:56) http://www.x-
ways.net/forensics/. 
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information. The company also offers EnCase training and certification. Data 

recovered by EnCase has been used in various court systems, such as in the cases 

of the BTK Killer and the murder of Danielle van Dam.162 

THE CORONER’S KIT- TCT is a set of tools that were developed by Wietse 

Venema and Dan Farmer in order to collect and analyze forensic data from a 

computer system. It is built up from two groups of tools, one of which is to gather 

data in an unobtrusive manner, and the other is to analyze and process said data. 

It can collect such data as host information, IP addresses, and routing tables. It 

is also capable of taking a snapshot of the state of the file system, collecting such 

data as file permissions and ownership, MAC times [Appendix a 1.0], and 

cryptographic signatures of files. Additionally it can record what processes are 

running on the host and take copies of actual process memory. It can even 

retrieve files that have been deleted from the file system.163 

COFEE- The Computer Online Forensic Evidence Extractor (Coffee) is a USB 

thumb-drive developed by Microsoft that was distributed to more than 2000 law-

enforcement officers in 15 countries including the United States, Germany, New 

Zealand and Poland. Software on the device supports more than 150 commands 

that eliminate the need to seize the computer from the scene because it can 

gather the evidence right there. The commands can be used to decrypt 

passwords, analyze the Internet activity and data that is stored on the computer. 

The advantage of this method is that data can be analyzed while the computer is 

still connected to a network or the Internet which is not be possible if the 

computer is seized. Some blogs have gone so far as to assume that Microsoft 

would give Vista backdoor keys to the police but the original article at the Seattle 

Times did not mention that at all. The tools on the USB device provide a set of 

commands that speed up the evidence gathering process and allow that process 

to be started while the computer is still running in its local environment.164 

                                                
162 Guidance software inc, Encase (Oct 08,2018, 09:39) https://www.guidancesoftware.com/. 
163 GIAC Directory, the coroners kit (Oct 08, 2018, 09:43) https://www.giac.org/paper/gsec/2074/introduction-
coroners-toolkit/100965. 
164 Martin Brinkman, Computer Online Forensic Evidence Extractor  (Oct 08,2018, 10:05) 
https://www.ghacks.net/2008/04/29/computer-online-forensic-evidence-extractor/. 
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BULK EXTRACTOR- bulk extractor is a program that extracts features such as 

email addresses, credit card numbers, URLs, and other types of information from 

digital evidence files. It is a useful forensic investigation tool for many tasks such 

as malware and intrusion investigations, identity investigations and cyber 

investigations, as well as analyzing imagery and password cracking.  

The program provides several unusual capabilities including: 

● It finds email addresses, URLs and credit card numbers that other tools miss 

because it can process compressed data (like ZIP, PDF and GZIP files) and 

incomplete or partially corrupted data. It can carve JPEGs, office documents 

and other kinds of files out of fragments of compressed data. It will detect 

and carve encrypted RAR files. 

● It builds word lists based on all of the words found within the data, even those 

in compressed files that are in unallocated space. Those word lists can be 

useful for password cracking. 

● It is multi-threaded; running bulk extractor on a computer with twice the 

number of cores typically makes it complete a run in half the time. 

● It creates histograms showing the most common email addresses, URLs, 

domains, search terms and other kinds of information on the drive. 

Bulk-extractor operates on disk images, files or a directory of files and extracts useful 

information without parsing the file system or file system structures. The input 

is split into pages and processed by one or more scanners. The results are stored 

in feature files that can be easily inspected, parsed, or processed with other 

automated tools. Bulk-extractor also creates histograms of features that it finds. 

This is useful because features such as email addresses and internet search terms 

that are more common tend to be important.165 

7. REGISTRY RECON- Registry Recon, developed by Arsenal Recon, is a powerful 

computer forensics tool used to extract, recover, and parse registry data from 

Windows systems. The process of manually scouring Windows Registry files 

proves to be extremely time consuming and leaves gaping holes in the ability to 

                                                
165 Kali tools, Bulk-extractor (Oct 08, 2018, 10:18) https://tools.kali.org/forensics/bulk-extractor. 
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recover critical information. What makes this tool superior to others is its 

capability to examine registry files not only from the current installation of a 

Windows operating system, but former installations as well. In addition, this 

application can be used to quickly and efficiently determine external devices that 

have been connected to the computer. The company’s slogan is, “Computer 

forensics tools by computer forensics experts.” This tool certainly affirms the 

slogan!166 

8. CAINE- CAINE (Computer Aided Investigative Environment) is a professional-

grade digital forensic Linux distro. It uses an old-school desktop environment 

hardened with top-notch specialty tools. CAINE provides tight security and 

built-in digital investigation tools, but it is less inviting for non-forensic 

specialists to use as an everyday Linux desktop. However, it could serve the 

purpose for users who are willing to handle several interface inconveniences. 

CAINE is an Italian GNU/Linux derivative built around a complete investigative 

environment that is organized to integrate existing software tools as software 

modules. It does this through a mostly friendly graphical interface.167 

9. FORENSIC TOOL KIT- Also known as FTK, this application enables you to 

perform complete and thorough computer forensic examinations. FTK features 

powerful filtering and search functionality, and is recognized by law enforcement 

and corporate security professionals as the leading forensic tool for email 

analysis. Access Data’s Forensic Toolkit advances your investigation by giving 

you more time, power, and insight to each case. 

FTK provides you the following advantages:  

• Simple Users’ Interface  

• Fast Searching  

                                                
166Cheryl A. Purdy, Registry Recon (Oct 08,2018, 10:25) 
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• EFS Decryption  

• Bookmarking  

• Reporting  

• Password Dictionary Creation  

10. SLENTH KIT-The Slenth kit is a UNIX and Windows based tool which helps in 

forensic analysis of computers. It comes with various tools which helps in digital 

forensics. This tool helps in analyzing disk images, performing in-depth analysis of file 

systems and various other things.168 

III.V. INVESTIGATION OF CYBER CRIME BY POLICE DEPARTMENT 

Emerging trends in cybercrimes includes identity theft, hacking, phishing, spamming 

and cyber stalking. With these emerging types of crimes it is time for us to revamp and 

reform the investigation methodology which will be useful for prosecution of cyber-

crime cases. The police department has lacuna in this field of investigation. There are 

several potholes are existing in the system for investigation which includes the gap 

between the reporting of crimes, arresting the criminals and finally producing the 

criminals for prosecution in cybercrime cases. According to the section 16 of criminal 

procedure code and section 2 of Indian penal code will be used in handling the cases 

including territorial jurisdiction. A legal and law manual has been framed to avoid the 

lack of operational manual which describes the methods of managing and doing on 

investigation related to cybercrimes. A standard investigation procedure has to be 

framed in order to investigate cybercrimes. The cyber-crime cells which are operating 

now should be equipped with highly technical staff and also they should have high 

technology crime and investigation infrastructure. In addition to the technical experts 

should also be recruited for cyber-crime cell. The police lack experience and knowledge 

in handling cyber forensic tools like data transfer tools, password cracking tools etc. The 
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forensic laboratories in district level also scare to handle the data due to lack of technical 

skills.169 

Several potholes exists within the system due to which a gap continues between 

reporting of crime, arresting a criminal and finally ensuring successful prosecution of 

the accused in Cyber Cases. Jurisdiction remains highly debated issue till date as to the 

maintainability of any suits till date. Today with the growing arms of cyberspace the 

territorial boundaries seems to disappear & the concept of territorial jurisdiction as 

envisaged under S.16 of Criminal Procedure Code and S.2.of the Indian Penal Code will 

have to give way to alternative method of dispute resolution.170 

Police are facing this particular problem as there remains a sense of confusion as to 

whose jurisdiction the case will fall. Let us take an example; a school teacher finds out 

that a sum of 30,000 INR was withdrawn from his savings account without his 

knowledge and permission. The amount withdrawn was from ATM located outside the 

city limits and some outside the state limits. In these situations, the complainant is faced 

with a problem of filing the complaint at which jurisdiction. Though S.75 of the 

Information Technology Act provides for extra-territorial operations of this law, but 

they could be meaningful only when backed with provision recognizing orders and 

warrants for Information issued by competent authorities outside their jurisdiction and 

measure for cooperation for exchange of material and evidence of computer crimes 

between law enforcement agencies.171 

Personnel from nearly 1,000 police stations in Karnataka will be trained to handle 

cybercrime as the state plans one cybercrime station per district by 2019. “We are 

starting from zero,” Praveen Sood, Director General of Police (CID), who has begun an 

intensive two-stage training programme on how to deal with hacking, online 

harassment, credit/debit card fraud, data theft et al, for ranks till the level of constable. 

He maintains that training personnel remains the challenge when it comes to dealing 

                                                
169Indian Journal of Science and Technology, Vol 10(40), DOI: 10.17485/ijst/2017/v10i40/119416, Oct 
07,2018, 20:29) 
170 Agnihotri & Jha Associat, Cyber Investigation - How Prepared are the Indian Police, HG.Org ( Oct 07,2018, 
20:35)  https://www.hg.org/legal-articles/cyber-investigation-how-prepared-are-the-indian-police-37384. 
171 Id. 
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with digital crime. Karnataka was the first to establish a dedicated police station to 

handle digital crime 15 years ago. Other states, including Uttar Pradesh and 

Maharashtra, have stepped up police training, including seeking out experts from 

industry.172 

In today’s environment, we treat cyber-crime differently than traditional crimes. Police 

departments don’t have adequate training or resources to deal with a robbery where the 

perpetrator could be anywhere and the evidence is lost in echoes of ones and zeros. If 

you call the police to tell them your PC has a virus and you can’t get access your files, 

they would likely tell you to take it back to the store and wonder why you called 911. But 

if someone broke into your home filing cabinet and stole your financial information, 

there would be an investigation.173 

The Jharkhand Police is committed to not allowing its territory to be used by cyber 

criminals or phone fraud related criminals, who are into vishing, phishing, SMSing and 

defrauding people using digital banking/e-commerce facilities. In a step towards the 

same, this online service has been started by DGP, Jharkhand, to proactively seek 

cooperation requests from all the States across the country, where victims might have 

lodged FIRs related to such frauds having some links in Jharkhand. This online service 

intends facilitate easy lodging of investigation cooperation requests by other State 

Police Forces and Law Enforcement Agencies, ensure proper monitoring of the action 

taken reports on such requests and early communication of the action taken report to 

the requesting police officer. For any case related to mobile phones frauds reported 

anywhere in the country having any link to Jharkhand (like the tower location of 

mobiles phones or their subscribers are in Jharkhand), all investigation related 

cooperation requests (like some verification to be done or some arrests to be made) can 

be sent via this online service by any investigating office of the country or his superior 

officers, with the endorsement of his SP. The concerned police officers investigating 

such case can use this facility, whenever, it is not possible for them to come to Jharkhand 

                                                
172 Sanghamitra Kar, How Indian Police is being trained to tackle cybercrime (Oct 07,2018, 20:45) 
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immediately. It will be the endeavor of Jharkhand Police to execute all the legal requests 

received via this online service at the earliest and communicate the action taken report 

to the requesting officer.174 

III.VI. CONCLUSION 

In this digital world where millions of people are using computer. Sitting online, 

transferring and receiving data in one click. With this development cybercrime and 

cyber frauds runs parallel. The field of digital forensics has become increasingly more 

important over the last few years as both the computer and the cellular market has 

grown. The main aim of digital forensic acquisition, examination, and reporting of 

information found on computers and networks that pertain to a criminal or civil 

investigation, although the same processes and methods are applied to corporate and 

other "private" investigations. Nearly everything that someone does on a computer or a 

network leaves traces from deleted files and registry entries to the Internet history cache 

and automatic Word backup files. E-mail headers and instant messaging logs give clues 

as to the intermediate servers through which information has traversed. Server logs 

provide information about every computer system accessing a Web site. Digital 

evidence is becoming an integral part of most cases presented to court. From computers, 

to mobile phones, ATMs and surveillance cameras, our daily life is so inextricably 

entwined with technology that it is difficult to find court cases where technology plays 

no part. Thus the responsibility placed on a Digital Forensics (DF) practitioner to 

present usable evidence to a court is increasing fast. However, potential criminals have 

equally compelling reasons to prevent DF practitioners from getting their hands on 

information of probative value and use tools and methods known as Anti-Forensics 

(AF). There it is one of the major challenges. 

India as a developing country and is still struggling hard with its security system. The 

rules and the laws related to Digital Crime are not that strong as that of the use of Digital 

Devices. Digital forensics and Indian approach have always been indifferent. Due to lack 

of manpower to manage the ever growing cases of cyber-crimes, white collar crimes and 
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corporate frauds, there are very few digital forensics institutions in India. The ones 

which are existing are heavily overburdened.    
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